
Accu-SeriesTM of Flexible Dies
A �exible die series dedicated to converters who value quality, cost, and service. 
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WHY TRUST ROTOMETRICS?

The Accu-SeriesTM of flexible dies allows you to choose the product 
features that are most important to your individual application. 
Every time. It’s that simple. Same day turnaround is available on 
all standard layouts. RotoMetrics’ new flexible die series offers 
distinct opportunities for converters to save both time and money 
in ways that clearly affect the bottom line.

Considered the “All-Star”, the AccuStar® UltraFilmTM die features the exacting precision tolerances required to 
convert the most challenging films and liners in today’s market, including 23 and 19 micron (.00092” and 
.00075” ) PET liners. It is made to the tightest tolerances of any flexible die on the market.

AccuStar® LifeTM is the ultimate in die life and targets the most abrasive materials converters face today. With 
a superior ratio of blade geometry and chrome plating, this premier die routinely achieves over 1 million 
revolutions on thermal transfer material.

A great all-around die, the AccuPrimeTM provides you capabilities to cut a wider range of both face and liner 
materials, to extend cutting life, and more — features to make those short, mid, and long runs sing. Adding 
FlexPlus treatment to your AccuPrime will deliver extended die life. 

The AccuSmartTM flexible die is the economic choice for today’s short to mid run projects. Ordering and shipment 
to you is quick and easy. The AccuSmart was developed to give you a standard and dependable level of quality, 
performance and die life that is perfect for standard liners. 

The AccuBaseTM magnetic cylinder is precision-engineered to optimize flexible die 
accuracy. The combination of the Accu- Series flexible dies with the AccuBase 

magnetic cylinder delivers the tightest tolerances currently measurable and 
ensures accuracy even in the most challenging applications, allowing 

converters opportunity to increase profitability.

We are an “exact fit” to your distinct needs. We know your presses, 
tools and materials. We back every tool we sell with the full support of 
our technical experts, offering advice and insights customized to 
address your specific needs.
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Contact a RotoMetrics representative today to discuss how you can 
benefit and profit with the highest quality die cutting components offered.
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